The Draper® RPX Precision offers the world’s most precise image alignment capabilities in a custom-built rear projection system. Today’s digital projectors often allow little or no electronic image position adjustment. Therefore, precise physical positioning of the projector becomes critical in aligning and edge matching side-by-side images, and even in precisely locating a single projected image.

**FEATURES**
- PROJECTOR CRADLE: custom designed, allows for both tilt-axis adjustment and micro-fine height adjustment, without tools, to position the image on rear screen. Cradle holds a six axis adjustment sled allowing movement to be for best image alignment.
- SUPPORTING FRAME: Constructed of unitized framework of blue extruded aluminum with a 2” (51 mm) square cross section, fabricated from 1061-T6 alloy.
- SLED BASE: Features heavy-duty leveling feet and pre-drilled anchor points: when the system is correctly set, can be permanently fastened in place.
- ADJUSTABLE: Mirror height, projector height and projector position (front to back) are all adjustable.
- The Draper 6-Axis Adjustable Platform is standard. The platform allows all movement to be modified for best image alignment.
- Projector light path can be adjusted in all 6 axes for a perfect picture every time.
- Cradle pivot plate is pre-drilled for the proper angle of installation, and calibrated in degrees for quick, precise adjustments if required.
- Mirror plate features shoulder bolts to simplify installation and slots for height adjustment.
- FIRST SURFACE MIRROR: Has 94% reflective first surface mirrors.

**WARRANTY**
draperinc.com/warranty.aspx

**SIZES**
- Contact Draper for details.

**SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS**
All instructions, technical drawings and other supporting documents are located at: draperinc.com/documents.aspx

Draper is uniquely positioned to excel at tailored solutions for rear projection needs by tapping into our experienced product and engineering design team.

- Ships complete with all required fasteners and hand tools

For more information on this product visit: draperinc.com/projectionscreens/rearscreens.aspx